The Primary Club of Australia
Annual Report 2018 -2019

Para-snowboarder Joany Badenhorst competing for gold
in the 2018 World Cup at Big White, Canada.
*OANYWASAlNALISTINTHE0RIMARY#LUBOF!USTRALIAS
3IR2ODEN#UTLER!WARDS.

President's Report

!TTHETIMEOFWRITING )AMSTILLINTHE
5+ WITHTHE!USTRALIAN-ENS#RICKET
TEAMAHEADINTHE!SHES3ERIESAFTERA
magnificent come-from-behind win in
the 1st Test at Edgbaston. Steve Smith
has clearly proven the value of his return
TOINTERNATIONALCRICKET AFTERCONSISTENT
batting performances in the World Cup and
then his 280+ runs in the Test.

4HE#LUBCONTINUEDTOMAKEAPOSITIVE
impact for the community we serve by
COMMITTINGTOKINNEWGRANTSTONINE
charities. This may be well down on what
was a record year in 2017/18 when we
had been blessed with some large inbound
grants late in the prior year.
With the loss of our major fund-raising
events held in the SCG precinct and a
STATICMEMBERSHIPBASE THE-ANAGEMENT
Committee faced the challenge to find
new avenues to generate income beyond
OURREGULAR@GOLDENDUCKDONATIONS

Several opportunities presented
THEMSELVES AND)AMPLEASEDTOREPORT
we staged a very successful event at
.ORTH3YDNEY/VALIN&EBRUARYCALLEDTHE
@)NSURANCE!SHES PLUSOURCRICKETERS
GOLFAFTERNOONAT-OORE0ARKIN/CTOBER
Within the reporting year, these two events
YIELDEDKGROSSPROFIT
&URTHERMORE 4HE,AKES'OLF#LUBHOSTED
another golf day for us early in the new
fiscal year (on 4th July). This proved
ALSOTOBEVERYSUCCESSFULBUTWONTBE
REFLECTEDUNTILNEXTYEARS0,STATEMENT

4HEMOODINTHE!USTRALIANCAMPIS
extremely positive and comfortable now,
compared to the sad state of affairs 12
TOMONTHSAGO-UCHOFTHERECOVERY
is due to inspirational leadership from
!ARON&INCHAND4IM0AINE BACKEDUPBY
consistent performances from the bowling
squad, led by Pat Cummins, the Primary
#LUBSLATEST!MBASSADOR
7HILEIN%NGLAND )WASABLETOCATCH
UPWITHTHE0RIMARY#LUBOF!USTRALIAS
touring team, who had games in Devon,
7ARWICKSHIREANDGREATER,ONDON 
INCLUDINGTHEIROWN!SHESTUSSLE
against our Primary Club (UK) cousins
AT"ECKENHAM3ADLY THELATTERMATCH
ended in a draw after an afternoon rain
interruption, our only wash-out of the
8-match tour. But the squad seemed
delighted with the experiences they shared
throughout the tour.
3O )AMNOWLOOKINGFORWARDTOAHUGE
SUMMEROFCRICKETTHISCOMINGSEASONWITH
REGULARTIMEINTHE!"##OMMENTARY"OX
FORTHE0AKISTANAND.EW:EALAND4EST
matches, as well as the various white ball
contests.
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Top left: President Jim Maxwell greeting guests at the Sydney Test Breakfast at the
Entertainment Quarter; Top right: Jim with Pam Glover and Andrew Wildblood at the
Golden Duck Cocktails at Tattersalls; Bottom right: Ed Cowan joined Jim at the Adelaide
Test Breakfast at the Cathedral Hotel.

We should all feel extremely proud of
THEACHIEVEMENTSOFOUR-ANAGEMENT
Committee and its various subcommittees this past year, who exercised
considerable prudence in the way they
managed our financial circumstances
– circumstances we hope are only
temporary while we leverage a better
yield from these newer events in the
years ahead.
/URSIGNATUREEVENTnTHE3YDNEY)NDIA
4EST"REAKFASTnWASWELLATTENDED
with some 340 members and guests,
despite the move to a new location at
the Entertainment Quarter next door to
the SCG. There were increased costs
associated with the new venue, however
WESTILLGENERATEDAUSEFULPROFIT-ORE
importantly, we have continued the
tradition of over 30 years of successful
0RIMARY#LUB"REAKFASTSANDLOOKFORWARD
to the next one as a pre-cursor to the
.EW:EALAND"LACK#APS4ESTATTHE3#'
)HOPETOSEEMANYOFYOUATTHE0RIMARY
#LUBS!'-ON/CTOBERATANEW
venue - the Royal Hotel in Paddington
Sydney - to hear about our plans and
expectations for the year ahead.
!TLASTYEARS!'- WEWELCOMEDBACK
.ATHAN$ALETOTHE#OMMITTEE.ATHAN
WILLTAKEONTHEROLEOF/PERATIONS
Director, overseeing the other committee
personnel in the roles we defined in our
strategic direction paper of 2016.
During the year, we farewelled from the
Committee Katie Twomey who indicated
SHEWASRETIRINGFROMHERHECTIC#RICKET
!USTRALIAPOSITIONANDSEEKINGSELF TIME
and rest. However, we brought onto the
#OMMITTEETWOACTIVEMEMBERSn!NDREW
Wildblood and Ron Bowden, the latter
ALSOTAKINGOVERTHEREINSOFTHE#HARITIES
Sub-Committee from Wende Bowden.
-ANYTHANKSTOALL#OMMITTEE-EMBERS
who served during the year, and who
SHARETHEVISIONTOMAKEEXCITINGTHINGS
happen.
&INALLY MAY)THANKEACHONEOFYOU 
THE-EMBERSÐ)NPARTICULAR THOSEOFYOU
who graciously stepped up to the ‘golden
DUCKFINEDONATIONSOFPER!USSIE
0RIMARY)NTHEMONTHSJUSTPASSED 
there were 14 such instances notched up
BY!USSIECRICKETERSnBYMENAND
BYWOMEN4HANKSTOTHOSEMEMBERSWHO
have accepted the $140 fine donation
without challenge, which augurs well for
our charities in 2019/20.

3IR2ODEN#UTLER!WARDlNALISTSFOR TOP WHEELCHAIRRACER-ADISON$E2OZARIO
MID LEFT PARA CANOEIST#URTIS-C'RATH MID RIGHT MULTI SPORTREPRESENTATIVE
$AMIEN4HOMLINSONLEFT IN!USTRALIAgSWHEELCHAIRBASKETBALLTEAMAT)NVICTUS
'AMES BOTTOMLEFT LONGDISTANCERUNNER#RISSIE3UFFOLKANDBOTTOMRIGHT 
PARA SNOWBOARDER*OANY"ADENHORST

*IM-AXWELL!President

Bernie the Golden Duck keeping President Jim Maxwell on script during the appointment
of Pat Cummins as Primary Club Ambassador at Tattersalls.
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0RIMARY#LUBOF!USTRALIA/FlCE"EARERS
THE SUCCESS OF THE PRIMARY CLUB PAST, PRESENT
AND FUTURE IS DUE ENTIRELY TO THE COMMITMENT OF
PEOPLE SUCH AS YOURSELVES WHO HAVE DONATED TIME
AND EFFORT.
Once again over 2,500 hours of time was donated by volunteers including the
Primary Club of Australia Management Committee, the Charities Sub-Committee,
photographers at events, the Auditors and Legal Advisors, volunteers and
members who donated their time for events such as our Richie Benaud Cup,
various charity project openings, social cricket matches and the Golf Days.

LIFE MEMBERS

VICE PRESIDENTS

+!!RCHER!D Benaud
BW Collins QC
R Coleman
*'7%RBY!2*'LOVER/!0'(OWARTH/!0)0HILPOTT/!RB Tubbs

'3#HAPPELL-"%
)-#HAPPELL
-#OWARD!!+$AVIDSON!--"%
$7&LEMING
-!'RAY!2.(ARVEY-"%
JD Higgs
##-C$ONALD

2"3IMPSON!/
HB Taber
+$7ALTERS-"%
-%7AUGH!-

%D#OWAN0AT#UMMINS,ISA3THALEKAR,IESL4ESCH!-

‘GOLDEN DUCK’ DONORS

4HE0RIMARY#LUBOF!USTRALIAGRATEFULLYACKNOWLEDGESOURMAJORDONORS

GOLDEN DUCK: INDIVIDUAL DONORS
%DWARD'RIFlN
2OGER'YLES!/1#
-ICHAEL(AWKER!!LAN(ILL
0ETER(OWARTH/!-ARK)SAACS
,ARRY+ING3#
2ICHARD,EE!2OBIN,OW
'RAHAM,UMB!2OBERT,USCOMBE
0ETER-AIDEN3#
+EVIN-ASON
+IERAN-C-AHON

*OHN-C-URTRIE!7ENDY-ESLEY
#ARL-ILLINGTON
-ICHAEL/g$EA
Ernest Pope
,INTON2ITCHIE
Joseph Scarcella
Julian Sexton SC
Robert Stevenson
$OUGLAS4HOMPSON!Gayle Tollifson
Stephen Toomey
Steve Whelan
#HRIS7OKES

GOLDEN DUCK: CORPORATE DONORS
360 Underwriting
!IDACARE
!LLEN5NWIN
!LLIANZ
!5"'ROUP
"EDFORD#!
"REENE"REENE
CGU
$OWNER-INING

Elbourne Wines
)NSURANCE!DVISERNET
,AST-AN3TANDS
.OVA%NTERTAINMENT
.37'OVERNMENT
0EAK)NVESTMENTS
Penguin Cars
02+ING3ONS
Procare Group

CHARITY DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
'EOFFREY6ERCO-%C
4

-ARK4AYLOR!/

PRESIDENT
*IM-AXWELL!PREVIOUS PRESIDENTS

AMBASSADORS

!NTHONY"ARTLEY3#
John Benaud
Sir Ronald Brierley
.ICK"ROWN
Phillipa Brown
!NTHONY#LARKE
)AN#OLEMAN3#
Gordon Davis
Peter Eichhorn
#HRISTINE%RBY/!*ON%RBY!2ICHARD'LOVER/!)AIN'RAY
-ICHAEL3UE'REGG

TWELFTH MAN

QBE
Redcape Hotels
Seventh Street Ventures
3HAW0ARTNERS
Squire Patton Boggs
3TEADFAST!GENCIES
Suncorp
3URA0TY,DT
Vocus Group

OFFICE MANAGER
!NJA3MALBIL

JONATHAN%RBY!1974
0ETER(OWARTH/!1984
+EN!RCHER!1986
Rodney Tubbs
1990
0ETER0HILPOTT/!1996
Bruce Collins QC
2002

- 1984
- 1986
- 1990
- 1996
- 2002
- 2009

HON SECRETARY/
PUBLIC OFFICER
Gavan Carroll

HON TREASURER
Brendan Twining

HON AUDITOR

#ARL-ILLINGTON#!-))!&,'!
from Pitcher Partners

MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
Ron Bowden
FROM!PRIL
Wende Bowden
.ATHAN$ALE
2ICHARD'LOVER/!-
0ETER,AIDLAW
Craig Patterson
.ATHAN2EAY
Rob Stevenson
Kate Twomey
RESIGNED-AY
!NDREW7ILDBLOOD
FROM-AY

OTHER ATTENDEES

Paula Booth
Denver Van Gramberg

Our Charity Donations

0#!-EMBER(OWARD$AVIESSEATEDNDFROMLEFT REPRESENTEDTHE#LUBATTHE'RAND
/PENINGOFTHENEW!SPECT(UNTER(IGH3CHOOLONST-AY WHEREWEAREFUNDING
playground equipment.
The Primary Club has made donations
OFKCOMMITTEDORPAID TOVARIOUS
charities in the financial year ending
30 June 2019, in accordance with our
charter.

4HEREISABACKLOGOFAPPROVEDPROJECT
COMMITMENTSTOTALINGKYETTOBEPAID
SEE#URRENT,IABILITIES 7ENEEDYOUR
continued support for these very worthwhile
causes more than ever before.

4HENINECHARITIESAREASFOLLOWS ALL.37
unless otherwise stated:

4HANKSMUSTGOTOTHEMEMBERSOFTHE
Charities Sub-Committee who are as
follows: Ron Bowden (Convenor since
!PRIL 7ENDE"OWDEN#ONVENORTO!PRIL 
3HIRLEY"EAUMONT/WLES !NDY(ARRIS
,IZ0OZNIAKAND*ENNY2HYNEHART

• !SPECT(UNTER(IGH3CHOOL FOR
0LAYGROUND%QUIPMENT
• "LIND3PORTS6)# FOR!UDIBLE
Tennis Balls
• %MPOWER'OLFn0ARKWOOD'#'OLD#OAST
1,$ FOR0ARA'OLFER5NIT
• 3IR2ODEN#UTLER!WARD 
6ETERAN3PORTS!USTRALIA  THEN
KEACHFOR$ISABLED7INTER3PORTS
!USTRALIA 3AILABILITY.OWRA 3PORTING
7HEELIES1,$ 7HEELCHAIR3PORTS

School benefactors Richard Owen and
Hilton Grugeon cutting the ribbon at the
Aspect Opening.

• 3PRING&ARM0UBLIC3CHOOL FOR
Synthetic Turf for playground.
The list reconciles to the reported
outwards grants paid or committed in our
0ROFIT,OSSSTATEMENT AFTERALLOWING
for GST recoveries pertaining to prior year
projects.

Veteran Sports Australia provides
rehabilitation programs for injured veterans
THATINCLUDEARCHERY WITHEQUIPMENT
funded in major part by the PCA. The two
ARCHERSONTHELEFTARE$ARRENAND.ARELLE 
who were selected for the Warrior Games.

Balmain Para-Rowing Program

During 2018 the number of rowers in the
Program grew to 25 regular rowers, training
ATLEASTTWICEAWEEK)N3EPTEMBER *AMES
4ALBOTREPRESENTED!USTRALIAATTHE2OWING
World Championships in Bulgaria, winning
a silver medal in the coxless pair event.

Para-rowers require additional and
different equipment to able bodied rowers
to cater for their disability and meet
additional safety levels. Para-rowers who
CANNOTUSETHEIRLEGSWHILEROWINGKNOWN
as PR1 or PR2) require a boat with a
FIXEDSEATh'OLDEN$UCKv DONATEDBYTHE
Primary Club, is such a boat. The boat can
also be configured for para-rowers who can
use their legs while rowing.
The words of one of our PR1 rowers said it
ALLhTHISDONATIONMEANS)CANNOWROWIN
ACREWBOATANDRACEWITHACOMPANIONv

"EC-ACDONALD PHYSIOTHERAPISTAT3YDNEY
#HILDRENgS(OSPITAL DEMONSTRATINGTHENEW
FES supine bike unit at The Lakes Golf
Day on 4th July.

Presently five of our rowers are training
FORSELECTIONTOREPRESENT!USTRALIAINTHE
2019 Global Games to be held in Brisbane
IN/CTOBER4HESEGAMESAREHELDSOLELYFOR
persons with intellectual disabilities.
3OPHIE$ELEZIOTRYINGOUTTHENEWg'OLDEN
$UCKgSCULLWITH,IAM*AMESFORTHE
Trickett Regatta in April.

Anne Craig
"ALMAIN0ARA ROWERS
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Operations and Events
-EMBEREVENTSUSUALLYPROVIDE
significant profits to the charity, thereby
COMPLEMENTINGOUR'OLDEN$UCKFINESAND
other donations. However, in this reporting
year several factors compromised our
ability to deliver positive results in this
REGARD)NPARTICULAR WITHTHEDEMOLITION
ANDRE CONSTRUCTIONOFTHE&OOTBALL
Stadium, access to the SCG meant we
were unable to stage what would have
BEENOURTENTH-ARATHON#RICKET&ESTIVAL
)TALSOMEANTANEW@OFF CAMPUSVENUE
FOROUR3YDNEY4EST"REAKFAST FORSOMANY
years our signature membership and fundraising event.

South Australia
)TWASONCEAGAINABUSYSUMMERFOROUR
WORKINGGROUPIN3OUTH!USTRALIA
We appreciate the services of Peter
(ERBERT 2OGER7ILLSAND!LAN&AVELLIN
SUPPORTOFOURACTIVITIESIN3!
During the season, they organised several
SOCIALCRICKETFIXTURESANDONCEAGAINA
"REAKFASTON$AYOFTHE)NDIA4ESTON
&RIDAYTH$ECEMBER-EMBERSAND
GUESTSCHATTEDWITH*IM-AXWELLAND%D
#OWANABOUTTHEOUTLOOKFORTHESERIES 
and the selection policy for the national
TEAM GIVENTHEHECTICMONTHSAHEADÐ
/NTHE3UNDAY THE"AROSSA#UPMATCH
was contested once again between the
3!3ENIORSAND0#!3ENIORSTEAMS THE
highlight of which was the wine and
CHEESE TASTINGPUTONBY-ICHELLE'EBER
ANDHERSTAFFAT#HATEAU4ANUNDA&ORTHE
RECORD INATIGHTMATCH3!OVERHAULED
.37STOTALOFWITHOVERSTOSPARE
2OGER7ILLSVISITEDTHE!SPECT4REETOP
3CHOOLAT!SHFORDIN&EBRUARYAND
witnessed how the students are developing
THEIRSOCIALSKILLSASWELLASTHEIRSENSORY
SKILLS USINGALLTHESPORTSEQUIPMENT
SUPPLIEDBYTHE0RIMARY#LUB4HE!SPECT
4REETOP3CHOOLAT!SHFORDNOWHAS
10 classes catering for students from
Reception to Year 11, at various points on
THE!UTISM3PECTRUM2OGER7ILLSVISITED
THESCHOOLIN&EBRUARYANDWITNESSEDNOW
the students are developing their social

0RIZESONDISPLAYINTHE0ARK6IEW2OOMATTHE-OORE0ARK'OLF$AYBACKIN/CTOBER 
SURROUNDEDBYSIGNAGEFROMSOMEOFOURGENEROUSCORPORATESUPPORTERS 3EVENTH3TREET
-EDIA #RICKETERS!RMSAND.OVA%NTERTAINMENT
ANDSENSORYSKILLSUSINGALLTHESPORTS
equipment supplied by the Primary Club.

New South Wales
Moore Park Golf Day
Friday 12th October
!PROFITABLE FUNANDSOMEWHATDAMP
AFTERNOONEVENTWASHELDAT-OORE0ARK
'OLF#LUBNEARTHECITY-OORE0ARKISA
public course in excellent condition, with a
club house and large upstairs lounge ideal
for our purposes.
!SSISTEDBYCORPORATESUPPORTFROM
3EVENTH3TREET-EDIA .OVA%NTERTAINMENT
AND0ENGUIN,IMOUSINES WEATTRACTED
some 56 players and another 20 friends
and colleagues for the after-party, not least
OFWHOMWAS!USSIECRICKETERANDNEW
!MBASSADOR0AT#UMMINS
7INNINGFOURSOMEn2ICHARD&OGARTY 
-ICHAEL/(AGAN /SCAR-ARTINAND'AVAN
#ARROLLnSCOREDANAMAZINGINTHE
!MBROSEFORMAT2UNNERSUPn2OB!RTHUR 
!NDREW&ITZSIMMONSAND#HRIS-C#ULLAGH
ALLFROM4 / -%XECUTIVE JOINEDBY.37
"REAKERSSTAR,AUREN3MITHnSCOREDAVERY
CLOSEÐ
The event netted the Primary Club another
KINGROSSPROFITFOROURCHARITIES 
THANKSTO.ATHAN2EAYANDTHE3YDNEY
CRICKETPLAYERGROUP
Test Breakfast, 3rd January

0#!gSTOP SCORERS -ICHAEL&AHEYAND
"EN&RAWLEY WITHACELLARFULLOFWINESFOR
the tasting at Chateau Tanunda after the
Barossa Cup game.
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4HENEW LOOK4EST"REAKFASTWASAN
experiment in so many ways. We believe
that there are some improvements we can
MAKE ANDTHECHALLENGEWILLBEFORUSTO
IMPROVETHEGROSSPROFITOFKONFUTURE
occasions. The venue was the outdoor
@-ARKET#ANOPYATTHE%NTERTAINMENT
Quarter immediately south of the SCG
ALONG$RIVER!VENUE
-ATT$E'ROOTFROM.OVA
ENTHUSIASTICALLYACCEPTED0RESIDENT*IMS

INVITATIONTOBE-# ANDPERFORMEDA
masterful job interviewing Jim, Ed Cowan
AND3IR2ODEN#UTLER!WARDEE$AMIEN
Thomlinson.
Catering was provided by the nearby
-ASALA+ITCHEN2ESTAURANT WITHOUR
TRADITIONAL%NGLISHBREAKFASTOPTIONSPLUS
SOMEDELICATE)NDIANTOUCHESSUCHAS
SAMOSASANDPAKORAS
%VERYTHINGISINPLACEFORNEXTSUMMERS
4EST"REAKFAST)TISYEARSSINCE.EW
:EALANDPLAYEDA4EST-ATCHATTHE3#' 
so we are hoping for in excess of 400
members and guests at our event, with
some special guests on the day.

Insurance Ashes, 12th February 2019
!SASENIOREXECUTIVEINTHEINSURANCE
INDUSTRY NEW#OMMITTEE-AN#RAIG
Patterson put together a plan to use the
ICONIC.ORTH3YDNEY/VALASTHEVENUE
for a 6-way round-robin tournament with
the Primary Club as the beneficiary. Craig
pulled together 5 teams sponsored by
!LLIANZ 0ROCARE 1"% 3TEADFAST!GENCIES
ANDTHE352! !5"'ROUPANDATH
@"ARBARIANSTEAMWITHPLAYERSSPONSORED
BY5NDERWRITING )NSURANCE!DVISERNET
and Suncorp. CGU sponsored the
@)NSURANCE!SHESTROPHY
2OB3TEVENSONANDHIS,AST-AN3TANDS
crew of umpires and scorers, along with
'EOFF6ERCO "RIAN/WLESAND"RIANS
NETWORKOFVOLUNTEERSUSEDTHEEXPERIENCE

projects in their territories.
&ORMOREINFORMATIONABOUTOPERATIONS 
EVENTSANDMEMBERSHIP CHECKOUTTHE
website.

Gavan Carroll,
(ONORARY3ECRETARYAND-EMBERSHIP
Director

Dave the Archer

3PECTATORSANDVOLUNTEERSENJOYINGSOMESHADEATTHE)NSURANCE!SHESAT.ORTH3YDNEY
/VALTOPROWFROMLEFT $APHNE"ENAUD 0AT#ONTANT -ARCIA&IELDERAND3HIRLEY/WLES
FRONTROW ,ISA3THALEKAR *IM-AXWELL "RIAN/WLES 3HAAN6ERCOAND'EOFF'LOVER
FROMNINE-ARATHONSANDSTAGEDAMULTIPLE
short-form 12-over innings format with
games from 9am to 4:30pm, followed then
by a final won by QBE over the Barbarians.
'ROSSPROFITFORTHEEVENTWASK 
more than sufficient to cover costs of
the designated charity project – the new
PLAYGROUNDATTHE3PRING&ARM3PECIAL
School near Camden.
!USTRALIANCRICKETER +URTIS0ATTERSON WAS
a special guest on the day, along with
FORMER3WANS!&,PLAYER*UDE"OLTONAND
0#!!MBASSADOR,ISA3THALEKAR
!LLINALL AVERYSUCCESSFULEVENT WHICH
we can definitely build on in future
SEASONS4HANKSONCEAGAINTO#RAIG 2OB 
Brian, Geoff and their various teams of
HELPERS ANDMOSTOFALLTOTHE)NSURANCE
#OMPANIESFORTHEIRCONTRIBUTIONÐ

Golden Duck Donor Cocktails
17th April
0RESIDENT*IM-AXWELLCONGRATULATED
!USTRALIANALL ROUNDER0AT#UMMINSONHIS
APPOINTMENTAS0RIMARY#LUB!MBASSADOR
at a function we hosted at a favourite
HAUNT 4ATTERSALLS#LUB"ACKIN.OVEMBER 
we had invited Pat to serve alongside Ed
#OWAN ,ISA3THALEKARAND,IESL4ESCHINA
SIMILARROLE7HILE0ATSCAREERCONTINUES
to blossom, the success of the national
team is assured. Just 26 years of age, Pat
embodies the spirit of goodwill and plays
the game hard whether bowling, batting or
fielding and in all formats of the game.
4HEEVENINGWASPRIMARILYTOTHANKOUR
'OLDEN$UCK$ONORMEMBERS WHOMAKE
special grants during the year to assist
our charity projects. Twenty of our current
CRICKETPLAYERSJOINEDABOUT'$$SAND
partners in this very special occasion.
!NOTHERSURPRISEGUESTWASFORMER
!USTRALIANWOMENSCRICKETCAPTAIN !LEX
"LACKWELL!LEXHASBEENDOINGSOME
commentating and panel interviews with
media outlets in recent months. We wish
her all the best with her burgeoning media
career.

Membership

,ONG TIMESERVANTOFTHE0RIMARY#LUB 
#HRISTINE%RBY WASAWARDEDTHE-EDALOF
THE/RDEROF!USTRALIA/!- INTHE*ANUARY
Australia Day Honours List. Christine
served the PCA in various administration
ANDVOLUNTEERROLESFOROVERYEARS AS
WELLASYEARSONTHE#HARITIES3UB
#OMMITTEE#HRISALSOSERVEDONSCHOOL 
Dungog community and Angus Foundation
committees. She is pictured here with
Bernie at the Tattersalls Golden Duck
Cocktails event.

While regular membership numbers on the
surface appears constant year on year, we
AREPLEASEDTOREPORTTHATOUR'OLDEN$UCK
Donor community has grown significantly
INRECENTYEARS&ROMINDIVIDUALS
years ago, we now boast 43 individuals
PLUSANOTHERCORPORATE'OLDEN$UCK
Donors. The latter group are playing an
increasing role as sponsors at our various
fund-raising events.
!NOTHERCATEGORYOFMEMBERSWEHAVE
brought on board in recent years is
@#LUB-EMBER4ODATE FIVE#LUBSHAVE
SIGNEDUPAS&OUNDATION#LUB-EMBERS
– Sydney University, Hornsby, Gordon,
.ORTHERN$ISTRICTAND0ARRAMATTA4HESE
clubs represent another 500-plus player
members for the Primary Club and become
our ears and eyes for potential charity

Dave first heard about Veteran Sport
!USTRALIA63! THROUGHTHEINSPIRATIONAL
journey of a veteran who participated
ATTHE)NVICTUS'AMESIN3YDNEY
Together with other Toowoomba veterans,
and some family support, he was
able learn the basics of archery with
INCOMPLETEBEGINNEREQUIPMENT!RCHERY
is a low-impact sport that allows Dave,
as a veteran who had both hips replaced
from his injuries during service, to
engage with fellow veterans and a local
archery club without aggravating his
injuries.
Dave uses equipment funded with the
assistance of the Sir Roden Cutler Grant.
This means that Dave is also able to
attend and train at a Warrior Games
training camp in Sydney, where he
FURTHERHONESHISSKILLSASWELLASTRYING
a number of other adaptive sports, in
a supportive environment. Dave is now
able to continue his training amongst
local veterans and set goals for future
competition.
63!WOULDLIKETOTHANK$AMIEN
Thomlinson, who was the recipient of
THE3IR2ODEN#UTLER!WARD
Damien received the award for his
sporting achievement and determination
to inspire people with disabilities.
"YCHOOSING63!ASTHERECIPIENTOFTHE
grant, Damien and the Primary Club of
!USTRALIAHAVEENABLED63!TOPROVIDE
SUPPORTTOEIGHTDIFFERENTVETERANS LIKE
Dave, to further their own sport and
recreation pursuits. The opportunities
are helping these veterans re-engage
with their community and improve their
physical and mental health through sport
and recreation.
Jill Rocchi
RSL DefenceCare

Dave the Archer is seen at the Adaptive
3PORT4RAININGPROGRAMIN!PRIL TRAINING
FORTHE7ARRIOR'AMESINTHE53
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&INANCIAL2EPORT
Operating Results
4HEUNAUDITEDNETCONSOLIDATEDRESULTFORTHEYEARBEFOREDONATIONSWASASURPLUSOFKK 4HISSURPLUS ALONGWITHOUR
CURRENTASSETSCARRIEDFORWARDFROMLASTYEARENABLEDTHE0RIMARY#LUBTOMAKE ANDCOMMITTO DONATIONSOFKK WHICH
can be seen from the Charities Donations page.
-EMBERSWILLRECALLTHATTHEPRIORYEARWASANEXTRAORDINARYYEARFOROUTWARDDONATIONS DUEMAINLYTOTHESIGNIFICANTGRANTSRECEIVEDLATE
in the year before (June 2017).
/URNETSURPLUSBEFOREDONATIONSAPPEARSDOWNFROMLASTYEARDUETOLOWEREARNINGSFROMFUNCTIONSEGNO3#'-ARATHON#RICKET
event) and the increased costs associated with organising and facilitating some of the fund-raising events during the course of the year.
4HE-ANAGEMENT#OMMITTEECONTINUESTOREVIEWTHEEVENTSWEUNDERTAKETOENSURETHATTHESEREMAINRELEVANTANDREVENUE GENERATING
/URINTENTREMAINSTHATTHEADMINISTRATIONANDOTHERCOSTSOFTHE0RIMARY#LUBCONTINUETOBEFULLYFUNDEDBYOURSUBSCRIPTIONS EVENTS 
merchandise sales and other funding raising activities, thus enabling the Primary Club to report a surplus that can be utilised for
donations.

Financial Position
4HE"ALANCE3HEETDISCLOSESTHATTHE0RIMARY#LUBCONTINUESTOBEFINANCIALLYSOUND/URSTRONGCASHPOSITIONATTHESTARTOFTHE
FINANCIALYEARMEANTTHATWEWEREABLETOCONTINUETOMAKEDONATIONSTOTHECHARITIESTHE0RIMARY#LUBSUPPORTS INCLUDINGTHOSEWHICH
we had committed to at the end of the previous year.
)NADDITION THEREARESUFFICIENTCASHRESOURCESONHANDAT*UNETOMEETTHEDONATIONSTHATHAVEBEENCOMMITTEDTO BUTNOT
YETPAID NAMELYKK 4HE0RIMARY#LUBAIMSTOMAINTAINASTRONGFINANCIALPOSITIONTOENABLEUSTOCONTINUETOMAKE
donations to our charity partners.
&INALLY THANKSMUSTGOTOALLOFOURMANYSUPPORTERS MEMBERS DONORS ANDTHOSEWHOPARTICIPATEDINOUREVENTSANDFUND RAISING
ACTIVITIESDURINGTHEYEAR9OURCONTRIBUTIONSMAKETHEWORKOFTHE0RIMARY#LUBPOSSIBLE

Brendan Twining
Honorary Treasurer

PRIMARY CLUB OF AUSTRALIA INC

2019

2018 *

0#!
$'000

0#!
$'000

295

307

(262)

(214)

33

93

28

30

2

4

(85)

(84)

(55)

(51)

Net surplus/ (loss) from Events & Services

(23)

42

PCA (“The Charity”)
Donations and sponsorship income

135

139

Net surplus before donations

112

181

Donations paid / committed

(93)

(358)

19

(177)

SUMMARISED UNAUDITED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
PROFIT & LOSS

PCA Events and Services
&UNCTIONANDMERCHANDISEINCOME
Cost of functions, fundraising and merchandise sold

Subscription income
)NTEREST DISTRIBUTIONSANDDIVIDENDINCOME
!DMINISTRATIONANDINVESTMENTEXPENSES

3URPLUS,OSS
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FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2019
THE PRIMARY CLUB OF
AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED

2019

2018

$000

$000

Current assets
Cash including on deposit
265
Debtors and prepayments
1
)NVENTORIES
 20

578
1
18

0/"OX0ENNANT(ILLS.37

286

596

EMAIL: member@primaryclub.com

Non current assets
,ISTEDSECURITIES

 

Total assets

4

288

600

)NCOMEINADVANCE

37
Donations committed
Employee entitlements
11

37
396
7

108

439

12

11

4OTAL,IABILITIES

120

450

.ET!SSETS

168

149

Current liabilities

.ONCURRENTLIABILITIES 



Employee entitlements



The summarised financial information is in a slightly different format to that of our
AUDITEDFINANCIALSTATEMENTSTOBEPRESENTEDATOUR!NNUAL'ENERAL-EETINGLATER
this year but has been determined under the same accounting policies as were
applied to our annual financial statements. The audited financial statements will
provide financial information in more detail and will be available on our website
AFTERAPPROVALATOUR!'-

ABN: 88 136 792 377
REGISTERED CHARITY NUMBER: #&.

EMAIL: member@primaryclub.com
TELEPHONE: 02 9980 2525
WEBSITE: www.primaryclub.com

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
!LL-EMBERSAREINVITEDTOATTENDOUR
!NNUAL'ENERAL-EETING TOBEHELDAT
THE%LEPHANT"AR ,EVEL 2OYAL(OTEL 
237 Glenmore Road Paddington on
7EDNESDAYRD/CTOBER BEGINNINGAT
6pm, followed by canapés at 7pm with
a cash bar.
0LEASECALL!NJAONTO
confirm your attendance or advise your
apology.
-EMBERSAREENCOURAGEDTONOMINATE
FORPOSITIONSONTHE-ANAGEMENT
#OMMITTEEINADVANCEOFTHE!'-

PRIMARY CLUB SOCIAL MEDIA

&ORTHCOMING%VENTS

Like us on facebook:
WWWFACEBOOKCOM0RIMARY#LUBOF!USTRALIA

Watch us on youtube:
MELBOURNE
"OXING$AY4EST"REAKFASTWITH,ORDgS4AVERNERS 4HURSDAYTH$ECEMBER

SYDNEY

WWWYOUTUBECOMUSER0RIMARY#LUB!UST

Follow us on twitter:
WWWTWITTERCOM0RIMARY#LUB!UST

4HE,AKES-EMBERS'OLF$AYn4HURSDAYTH*ULY
#RICKET3EASON,AUNCH !SHES.IGHT 4ATTERSALLSn4HURSDAYND!UGUST
!NNUAL'ENERAL-EETING 2OYAL(OTELn7EDNESDAYRD/CTOBER
-OORE0ARK'OLF#LASSICn&RIDAYND.OVEMBER
.EW:EALAND4EST-ATCH"REAKFAST %NTERTAINMENT1UARTERn&RIDAYRD*ANUARY
0RIMARY#LUB'OLF#LASSICn4HURSDAYTH-AYVENUETBA

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
0AKISTAN4EST-ATCH"RUNCH #ATHEDRAL(OTELn3ATURDAYTH.OVEMBER
#HATEAU4ANUNDA#RICKET "AROSSAn3UNDAYST$ECEMBER
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6ALE"EQUESTS
William James Mackie
&ORMER3YDNEY5NIVERSITY&IRST'RADE
CRICKETERAND&OUNDATION,IFE-EMBER 
$R*IM-ACKIEPASSEDAWAYONND
December, aged 86. Jim was also a
&OUNDATION-EMBEROFTHE0RIMARY#LUBOF
!USTRALIAANDMAINTAINEDHISMEMBERSHIP
up to his passing.
Past President Jon Erby explains:
h$R-ACKIE WHOWASANORTHODONTIST
throughout his professional life, played
&IRST'RADEMATCHESFORTHE3YDNEY
5NIVERSITY#RICKET#LUBDURINGTHE
1953/54 and 1955/56 seasons. He served
Sydney University as vice president for 54
years, since 1964, up until the date he
PASSED$R-ACKIEWAS0RESIDENTOFTHE
club from 1965 to 1973, as well as club
Patron for 13 Years between 1990 and
v

“The talented glove man was affectionately
CALLEDTHEgPRINCEOFKEEPERSgWITHINTHE
Sydney University club. Such was his
talent that, in 1953, the Sun Herald
REPORTEDTHATFORMER!USTRALIAN4ESTAND
.37WICKETKEEPER"ERT/LDFIELDÑFORFEITED
HISPOSITIONBEHINDTHESTUMPSÑTOALLOW
$R-ACKIETOgKEEPgFORA.EW3OUTH7ALES
#RICKET!SSOCIATION8)INAMATCHAGAINST
THE#OMBINED!SSOCIATION3CHOOLS8)AT
THE3#'$R-ACKIEWASALSOAMEMBEROF
.EW3OUTH7ALES#OLTSSQUADDURINGTHE
SEASONv
$URINGTHESANDS $R-ACKIE
also played for the Sydney University
Veterans team, long-time friendly
opponents of the Primary Club team.

Bequests to the Primary Club of
Australia
By leaving a bequest to the Primary Club
OF!USTRALIA YOURSUPPORTCANCONTINUE
to provide people with a disability with
opportunities to experience the joy and
exhilaration which comes from physical
ACTIVITY)NTHESPIRITOFTHE0RIMARY#LUBS
GOLDENDUCKASSOCIATION YOUMAYCONSIDER
leaving a percentage of your estate.
Whatever you decide, you can be assured
that 100% of your bequest will be valued
greatly and assist in enriching the lives of
!USTRALIANSWITHDISABILITIES
To leave a bequest to the Primary Club
OF!USTRALIAORIFYOUWISHTODISCUSSYOUR
plans, please contact Geoff Verco on (02)
9980 2525.

3IR2ODEN#UTLER!WARD.IGHT
/URCHARITIESCOMMITTEEHADCAREFULLY
SELECTEDFIVEAMAZINGFINALISTSFOROUR3IR
2ODEN#UTLER!WARD%ACHFINALISTRECEIVED
a grant of $2,000 to direct to the sports
charity of their choice. The eventual winner
- snowboard Paralympian, amputee golfer
AND!FGHAN7AR6ETERAN$AMIEN4HOMLINSON
- received a $20,000 grant directed to
6ETERAN3PORTS!USTRALIA
4HEOTHERFINALISTSWERE-ADISON$E2OZARIO 
three-time gold medallist in wheelchair
TRACKANDFIELD *OANY"ADENHORST THEFIRST
and only female Paralympian to represent
!USTRALIAIN"OARDERCROSS MULTI TROPHY
winning long-distance runner Cristine
3UFFOLK AND#URTIS-C'RATH ANEIGHT TIME
World Championship gold medallist in paracanoeing.

$AMIEN4HOMLINSON WINNEROFTHE
3IR2ODEN#UTLER!WARD GEAREDUPFOR
ANOTHEROFHISSPORTS 0ARA SNOWBOARDING

$UBBEDTHE@"AGGY'REEN$INNERAT.37
Parliament House, over 170 members
and guests attended, including sponsors
"REENEAND"REENE !LLENAND5NWIN 
3URA 1"%ANDTHE.37'OVERNMENT 
ANDHOSTEDBY.37-INISTERFOR$ISABILITY
3ERVICES THE(ON2AY7ILLIAMS-0
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"ROADCASTER3TEPHANIE"RANTZWASASOUR
-ASTEROF#EREMONIESANDCONDUCTEDTHE
award ceremony with grace, dignity and
just a hint of emotion. Daphne Benaud
handed each finalist their award and
MEDAL WHILE-INISTER7ILLIAMSPRESENTED
THEMAIN!WARDASSISTEDBYFORMERWINNER
,IESL4ESCH/!-
Then followed a lighter part of the
PROGRAMAUTHOR-ICHAEL&AHEYDELIVERED
ABRIEFHISTORYOFTHE@"AGGY'REEN
!USTRALIANCRICKETCAPTHENAPANEL
INTERVIEWWITHTHREEFORMER!USSIE
CRICKETERSDISCUSSEDWHATTHE@"AGGY
'REENMEANTFORTHEM ,EN0ASCOE *OHN
$YSONANDOUR4WELFTH-ANAND0ATRON
-ARK4AYLOR!GREATNIGHTANDANOTHER
KRAISEDFOROURCHARITIES

4OP.ATHAN2EAY %UAN2OBERTSONAND
Christian Patterson at the Baggy Green
Dinner; Middle: Christine Erby OAM
WITH*ON%RBYINTRODUCINGOURlRSTEVER
Sir Roden Cutler Award winner James
0ITTAR TOOURLATESTWINNER$AMIEN
4HOMLINSON WITH0ETER(OWARTHONTHE
RIGHT"OTTOM0#!REGULARS*OE3CARCELLA 
0ETERAND#HRISTINE"USCALL WITHGUEST
speaker and author Michael Fahey.

#RICKET2EPORT
Summary
Very successful season once again with
more than 50 matches played, both
MIDWEEKANDWEEKEND MAINLYIN3YDNEY
although matches were also played in
!DELAIDE "AROSSA6ALLEYAND"OWRAL
The strong camaraderie formed within
the club continued to grow with over 70
players representing the club this season.
The teams enjoyed significant success on
the field as well this summer with the City
3UBURBAN@#3 SIDEREACHEDTHE*ACK
0ACE3HIELDQUARTERFINALS WHILETHE,-3
SIDEREACHEDTHE3YDNEYMIDWEEKFINAL
The season was also a success financially,
WITHTHEREGULARCRICKETMATCHESRAISING
approximately $3,500 for the charity over
the course of the season.
4HEEXTRAVALUEOFMANYOFTHECRICKETERS
now associated with the club was shown
BYSTRONGATTENDANCEBYTHECRICKETCLUBS
MEMBERSATTHE-OORE0ARK'OLF$AY 
0ARLIAMENT(OUSE$INNERAND4EST-ATCH
"REAKFAST OFTENOUTFITTEDINTHENEWCLUB
BLAZERÐ/URGROUNDACCESSALSOIMPROVED
with extra days offered to us by Shore,
"ARKERAND+INGS3CHOOLS WHILEWEBEGAN
TOUSE2EG"ARTLEY/VALAT2USHCUTTERS
"AYREGULARLYAFTERSTRIKINGADEALWITH2EG
"ARTLEY#RICKET#LUB2EG"ARTLEYSPLAYING
members will more or less be absorbed
into the Primary Club next summer, and
this will increase our access to Reg Bartley
/VALTOALMOSTAWEEKLYBASIS EFFECTIVELY
MAKINGITOUR@HOMEGROUND
We benefited throughout the year from
a very strong bowling unit, with any of
"RAD/LDRIDGE $AVID)NCE .ATHAN2EAY 
$AMIEN,ANGLEY $AMIAN&RITTUMOR*OE
Scarcella worthy of opening the bowling for
most sides.
/URBATTINGLINE UPSTUTTEREDATTIMES BUT
BETWEEN'REG3TARK !DAM9OUNG "RENDAN
0OVEY $AMIEN,ANGLEYAND*ASON4HENG
there is some serious top order talent.
/URPLAYEROFTHEYEARWAS*ASON4HENG
WHOIN#3GAMESLEDTHEBATTINGCHARTS
with 176 runs at an average over 50 and
ALSOTOOKTHEMOSTWICKETSWITH@*4
has added real quality to the side this year,
BRINGINGQUALITYSTROKEPLAYANDFIZZING
legspin.

End of Season Awards Night for our regular cricket crew was held at the Cruising Yacht
#LUBAT2USHCUTTERS"AYONTH-ARCH
over the last two seasons in purchasing
polos, playing shirts and caps in order to
represent the club in appropriate fashion.
!LLOFTHEPLAYERSNOWSTICKTOTHEEXPECTED
attire when arriving at games and during
the post-match presentations, which is a
good image to project for the club and the
charity.

Richie Benaud Cup
The Richie Benaud Cup was hit this year
BYTWOSUCCESSIVEWEEKENDWASHOUTS 
which meant that only 12 sides entered
the competition this year. However, the
competition was still a success, and
COSTSWITHEXCEPTIONOFTHE.ORTH3YDNEY
/VALFINALEXPENSES WEREKEPTDOWNTO
UNDER .OTETHATTHECOSTSARE
significantly down from two summers ago
due mainly to not giving out caps and
getting nearly all pitches for free now
due to support for the competition from
the schools in particular. Some BBQs at

MATCHES AND,-3FUNDRAISINGGAMES 
helped with the profit margins, with
$5,586 being raised for the charity as a
RESULTOFTHISSUMMERSTOURNAMENT/NCE
again, the value of the tournament goes
far beyond the financial side in terms of
EXTENDING0RIMARY#LUBCRICKETCONNECTIONS
THROUGHGRASSROOTSCRICKETCIRCLESAND
RAISINGTHECRICKETINGPROFILEOF0#!

England Tour
We have lined up a fantastic English tour
TOCOMBINEWITHTHISYEARS!SHES3ERIES 
with 12 club members signed up, plus
3TEVE7ARDAND)AN7RIGHTTOHELPOUTWITH
umpiring and scoring duties. So numbers
ARELOOKINGPOSITIVEWITHACOUPLEOF
England-based Primary Club connections
KEENTOPLAYWITHUSg
Rob Stevenson
Cricket Secretary

7EWILLBEBACKBIGGERANDBETTERNEXTYEAR
with some impressive recruits already lined
up and hoping to go (at least) one better
ANDMAKETHE*ACK0ACE3HIELDFINAL

Uniforms & Attire
The image of the club on and off the
pitch continues to improve, with many of
THECRICKETCLUBSMEMBERSPURCHASING
THETAILORED0RIMARY#LUBBLAZERS4HIS
follows up the investment by players

0AST0RESIDENTAND,IFE-EMBER2OD4UBBSPRESENTSTHEg2ODNEY"4UBBS4ROPHYgTOWINNING
CAPTAIN.ATHAN2EAYAFTERTHE):INGARIGAMEAT#AMDEN0ARKONTH-ARCH2ODISALSOA
0AST0RESIDENTOFTHE):INGARI##ANDCONTINUESASAGREATSERVANTOFBOTHORGANISATIONS
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Cricket Report
/URCHARITYATWORK
“SPA duty is so much fun now the bike
track is there.” -RS$ANIALS4EACHER
“The bike track has made such a difference
to behaviour in the SPA.”
-RS3MITH4EACHER

Your support

&UNDEDBYTHE0RIMARY#LUB THENEWBIKE
track at St Andrews School is in constant
USEBYTHEDELIGHTEDCHILDREN LEARNING
new social and communication skills.

St Andrews Public School
Addition of Bike Track
Project summary
This project aims to provide additional
facilities for about 60 students between
5 and 12 years of age who have special
needs, including autism, and intellectual
disabilities both of a mild and moderate
NATURE)TINVOLVESINSTALLINGASAFE FLAT
METRE WIDERECYCLEDRUBBERBIKE
TRACKAROUNDTHEPERIMETEROFTHESCHOOLS
supported playground.

Activities
4HEINSTALLATIONOFTHEBIKETRACKWAS
completed in June 2019. The structured
PLAYAREA@30! ISUSEDATBOTHLUNCHAND
AFTERNOONBREAKSDAILYASWELLASDURING
class times for students requiring physical
ORMOVEMENTBREAKS4EACHERSHAVECREATED
LESSONSBASEDONTHEBIKETRACKTOTEACH
STUDENTSHOWTOWAITPATIENTLY TAKETURNS
ANDSHARETHESCOOTERSANDBIKES

Beneficiaries
The students experience difficulties when
interacting in the mainstream playground
environment, which significantly impacts
their social and emotional development and
confidence. The students had also become
bored with the toys in the playground, so
the school sought to upgrade the space to
add interest and opportunities for positive
play and social interaction. The students
ENJOYBIKERIDINGANDITISACALMINGACTIVITY
in which most students can participate
independently.
Project outcomes
4HEBIKETRACKHASHADANIMMEDIATE
positive effect on student activity and
behaviour with improved interaction and
SOCIALSKILLS PLUSGREATEROPPORTUNITIESFOR
physical movement and engagement in
play. Students now run towards the play
area as they are excited to be riding the
BIKESÐ

Quotes from students and staff
“When can we go and ride?"
- Rounin, aged 7
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4HANKYOUFORYOURDONATIONTO3T!NDREWS
0UBLIC3CHOOL4HE0RIMARY#LUBSDONATION
of $29,960 fully funded the cost of
INSTALLINGTHERECYCLEDRUBBERBIKETRACKAT
the school.
3HERRILL.IXON $IRECTOROF$ONOR2ELATIONS
Australian Schools Plus

Empowering golfers around the
country
4HE0RIMARY#LUBOF!USTRALIAHASBEEN
SUPPORTING%MPOWER'OLF!USTRALIAOVERTHE
last six years.

*AMES'RIBBLE #%/OF%MPOWER'OLFWRITES
)NTHELASTTHREEYEARS %MPOWERANDTHE
!USTRALIANSLIVINGWITHDISABILITIESTHATWE
support have benefited greatly from the
incredible generosity from the Primary
#LUBOF!USTRALIA7ITHTHEIRHELPWEHAVE
been able to fund four ParaGolfers (a life
changing all-terrain mobility device which
allows an individual to manoeuvre into an
upright position and swing a golf club)
in four strategically identified regions of
!USTRALIA
/UTSIDEOFUSEATTHESEFACILITIES THEUNITS
have been made available for individuals to
participate in various tournaments, attend
disability expos and conferences and are
ALSOUSEDFORMARKETINGANDMEDIAEVENTS

Wembley Golf Club, Perth WA
/VERTHELASTTWELVEMONTHSTHE7EMBLEY
ParaGolfer has been used at 51 clinics,
twelve locations including three
demonstrations sites (not golf courses) with
over 500 participants. The ParaGolfer was
also used as part of clinics and promotional
videos at the Super 6s Tournament in Perth.

Half Moon Bay Golf Club, Cairns QLD
Clinics are run at a minimum of monthly
with over ten players at each. The
ParaGolfer is hired almost daily by residents
ANDMOSTRECENTLY(ALF-OON"AYHOSTED
AN!LL!BILITIESTOURNAMENTONEOFONLY
three tournaments which are open to all
DISABILITIESIN!USTRALIAWHEREPLAYERS
COMPETEFORWORLDRANKINGPOINTS ASPARTOF
THE'REAT"ARRIER2EEF-ASTERS'AMES
The club is currently fundraising to
purchase another unit so that individuals
can play together.
Wollongong Golf Courses, Illawarra NSW
!TTHESTARTOFTHEPROGRAM THE0ARA'OLFER
in the Wollongong area was used to rotate
between four locations (Wollongong GC,
Port Kembla GC, Kembla Grange GC and

The Empower Golf crew at The Lakes Golf
$AY .ICK4AYLOR ,ACHLAN&OULSHAM *AMES
'RIBBLE "EN4ULLIPANAND#HESTER"ENDALL
)LLAWARRADRIVINGRANGE ATMONTHLYCLINICS
/VEREIGHTPARTICIPANTSREGULARLYATTENDED
EACHCLINIC-ORERECENTLYTHE0ARA'OLFER
has found its home at Port Kembla
WHERETHECLUBPROFESSIONAL-ITCH$OLAN
has committed to growing the program,
COMPLETEDTHE!LL!BILITIESCOACHING
module and started to give private lessons
outside of clinic times.
/URAMBASSADORIN7OLLONGONG.ICK4AYLOR
continues to use the device three times
WEEKLYATAVARIETYOFCOURSESANDOVERTHE
last twelve months has competed in the
World Wheelchair Championships in Spain,
1UEENSLAND)NCLUSIVE#HAMPIONSHIPSAND
!LL!BILITIES#HAMPIONSHIPSIN#AIRNS

The Ridge Golf Club, Sydney NSW
!T4HE2IDGE PROGRAMSARERUNATLEAST
monthly and over the last couple of years
we have had strong support from clients
FROM,IVERPOOL(OSPITALANDINDEEDTHE
LOCAL3UTHERLAND3HIRERESIDENTS/UTSIDE
of clinics where we normally have about
ten players, we also run private lessons and
course access support.
&ORALL0ARA'OLFERUSERS ITISSIMPLYLIFE
changing to be able to access a sport which
was previously not available. Here are some
of our most recent testimonials.
3HEM!ITKEN AFTERRECENTLYCOMPETING
in his first tournament using the Primary
#LUB0ARA'OLFERIN#AIRNSÑ3INCEFINDING
the ParaGolfer and starting to play golf, my
WHOLELIFEHASTURNEDACORNER)HAVELOST
KGINFIVEMONTHS HAVEPRETTYMUCH
STOPPEDPARTYINGANDDRINKINGANDEVEN
THINK)AMREADYTOMEETMYFIRSTGIRLFRIEND
SINCEBEINGINACHAIRv
Gabrielle Vassallo, ParaGolfer user at The
2IDGEFORTHREEYEARSÑ5SINGTHE0ARA'OLFER
HASGIVENMEANEWLEASEONLIFE!FTER
MYACCIDENT)NEVERTHOUGHTGOLFWOULDBE
POSSIBLE!SFRUSTRATINGASITSTILLIS TOBE
out there amongst the trees, the wind and
THEELEMENTSISSIMPLYMAGNIFICENTv
James Gribble
#%/ %MPOWER'OLF!USTRALIA

